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Abstract

The physical gestures that operate music instruments are responsible for
the qualities of the sound being produced in a performance. Gestural
information is thereby crucial for a model of music performance, paired
with a model of sound synthesis where this information is applied. The
highly constrained nature of performers gestures makes this task suitable
to be modeled via a constraint-based approach, coupled with a strategy
aimed at maximizing the gestural comfort of performers. We illustrate
the problem representation, the search strategy and a validation of the
model against human performance.

1 Introduction

In the last decades there has been an increasing interest in exploiting AI tech-
niques for computer music tasks, such as music analysis [3, 5], improvisation [33]
and performance [40, 11]. In this setting, constraints have been proven successful
for dealing with automatic composition [41] as well as automatic harmonization
(the problem of producing complete music scores from given melodies) [23].

If we consider that performing music implies transforming a symbolic repre-
sentation of a score into the physical gestures needed to operate a music instru-
ment, such gestural information is crucial to both human and artificial perform-
ers. In particular, the playability of a score and the sound qualities depend on
fingering. In the case of the guitar, gestural information defines, for each note
in the score, both a position on the fingerboard where the note can be played,
and the left-hand finger involved in playing, thus determining the parameters
that influence the final timbre and the technical and expressive qualities of the
sound during performance (Fig. 1).

Physical parameters that result from fingering have been taken into account
in a physical model of the classical guitar [10], while conversely some aspects
of the instrumental gesture, including fingering, can be inferred by analyzing
the signal that results from the sound production process [35]. The cognitive
issues involved in keyboard fingering have been raised in the introductive work
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Figure 1: Fingering information affects the technical and expressive qualities of
the sounds being produced.

of Sloboda [31], enhanced with further empirical observations by Clarke and col-
leagues [32], and modeled with a computational approach by Parncutt, Sloboda,
Clarke, Raekallio & Desain [25], lately updated by Jacobs [18].

Annotating scores with gestural information is relevant for different pur-
poses, such as learning aid systems [39, 37, 22], automatic performance environ-
ments [6] and systems for computer animation of hands operating the instrument
[14]. Scores, in fact, generally lack of complete fingering indications, considered
unnecessary (being common knowledge) within a certain musical practice [2] or
an execution choice [16].

As it happens for other musical issues [34], fingering raises an interesting
combinatorial problem. In fact, provided that guitarists do use four fingers of
the left hand (from the index to the little finger), a plain sequence of n notes
generate up to 4n different fingerings in the worst case. In the case of the guitar,
due to the overlaps of the tone ranges of the strings, the same note can be played
in up to 4 positions on the fingerboard, so that this figure might grow up to
16n. Dealing with chords (that is, set of notes played simultaneously) and with
chords and melodies combined, things get computationally worse.

However, the theoretical combinatorial explosion is actually bounded, be-
cause fingering solutions result from a highly constrained process that accounts
for a number of cognitive skills. This feature naturally leads to a constraint-
based approach as a successful candidate for modeling gestural data. Such an
approach, combined with a control strategy aiming at maximizing performers’
gestural comfort, leads to an effective constraint-based formalization that also
receives cognitive experimental support.

Two methodological works have been notably influential for our approach.
Parncutt and colleagues devised a fully functional computational model [25], im-
plemented in a system that annotates fingered positions in melodic fragments
for keyboards, while Sayegh [30] proposed an optimization approach based on
Viterbi algorithm [38]. Both works share the principle of penalizing difficulties:
the fingering process is a search for a combination of positions that pursues an
overall effort-saving behavior. The model in [25] addresses the main ergonomic
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constraints that pianists meet while playing simple melodies, underpinned by
several treatises and composers instructions describing the instrumental practice
as it evolved through centuries. Fingering is a two-step, “generate and test”,
process: enumeration of all possible fingerings and weighting of fingerings ac-
cording to the amount of difficulty. The lowest rated fingering is predicted to be
“the one that [...] will be used most often in performance” [25]. The algorithmic
approach of Sayegh [30] proposes a graph-based representation of the combina-
torial explosion of fingered positions. The problem of finding a suitable fingering
is encoded as the problem of finding a path in the graph that minimizes the diffi-
culties. Sayegh’s paper does not report on the nature of the sources of difficulty,
but the intuition that performers pursue an overall effort-saving behavior has
received some experimental evidence [24, 32, 17]. The graph-based approach
has been recently refined by introducing the notion of score segmentation and
a preliminary characterization of the biomechanical sources of difficulty [26].
However, both works from [30] and [26] only address the fingering of melodies.

Other works share the global optimization approach (and so the same basic
control strategy) first proposed by Sayegh, while adopting novel sound meth-
ods to estimate the difficulties: for example, Tuohy & Potter propose a genetic
algorithm [36], and Viana, Cavalcanti & Alsina couple genetic algorithms with
production rules [37]. Also, machine learning approaches have been undertaken
by Radisavljevic & Driessen [29] and Kasimi, Nichols & Raphael [19].

The approach proposed in this paper relies on the main physical and bio-me-
chanical difficulties implied in guitar fingering: the overall methodology adapts
Parncutt et al.’s ergonomic approach to guitar, and we enrich the graph search
framework from Sayegh by conjugating it with a CSP formalization. The nov-
elties of our work lie in the facts that this setting enables us to cope in principle
with any score passage (chords, melodies and chords and melodies combined in
mixed passages); we apply the same physical and bio-mechanical sources of dif-
ficulty to both sequentially played melodic and simultaneously played chordal
positions, by devising preferential rules for the sequences and coupling them
with binary constraints for simultaneous positions.

The paper is structured as follows. We first provide a formal definition of
the task and its encoding. Then, based on the assumption that while operating
their instruments performers pursue an effort-saving strategy, we show that the
fingering problem can be cast to a search problem, suitable to be solved via a
constraint-based approach. We then provide a study of the complexity of the
fingering model to characterize both the problem space and the search space.
Despite an exponential problem space, the empirical cost of search is linear, as
experimental evidences confirm. Finally, we present the experimentation and
discuss the results.

2 Problem description

The fingering problem consists in determining, for each note in the score, a
position 〈string,fret〉 on the fingerboard and a finger of the left hand that
presses it. The notion of position provides a unique identifier for the correspon-
dence between the note and the fingerboard. A fingered position is the triple
〈string,fret,finger〉, combining a position with one of the four available
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Figure 2: The classical guitar and its main components.

fingers.
Before addressing our approach for annotating fingering information, it is

convenient to introduce some basic terminology for the components of the guitar
that are relevant to our purposes.

Guitar performers pluck or pick strings, whose vibrations produce the sound:
strings are stretched along the neck (Figure 2), spanning from the nut to the
bridge, which is mounted on the body of the instrument. The main purpose of
the bridge consists of transferring the vibration from the strings to the sound-
board, which puts in vibration the air inside the body of the guitar, amplifying
and filtering the sound produced by the strings. As depicted in Figure 3, guitar
standard tuning –from the 6th to the 1st string– consists of the notes E2, A2,
D3, G3, B3, E41: they can be produced by plucking the open strings, i.e., with-
out pressing any fret with the left hand. Frets are metal strips embedded along
the neck. In order to produce different pitches, performers press the strings in
correspondence of the various frets lying on the neck, which in turn form the
fretboard, or fingerboard.

Because fingering a string changes the length of the vibrating portion of the
string, we observe a fundamental physical constraint to the performer possibil-
ities: that is, each string can produce only one note at a time.

Guitar tones range over three octaves and a half; due to the overlap of
strings tone ranges, almost every note in the fingerboard can be played on
several strings (Figure 3). In fact, the register of the instrument spans over 44
notes. If we consider 17 frets per string2, we have 102 different positions for
playing the 44 notes available. All the notes are retrievable in 1 to 4 positions,
then corresponding to 4 up to 16 fingered positions. On average, each note (out
of 44) can be played in 9.68 different fingered positions. Consider, for example,
that the E treble (E4, MIDI number 64) can be found at 〈1,0〉, 〈2,5〉, 〈3,9〉,
〈4,14〉; given that the position 〈1,0,0〉 is an open string (fret 0) and the other
three positions can be played with four different fingers, we have a total of 13
different fingered positions.

1 These notes correspond to the MIDI numbers 40, 45, 50, 55, 59, 64; their frequencies are
82.4Hz, 110Hz, 146.8Hz, 196.0Hz, 246.9Hz, 329.6Hz, respectively. The Musical Instrument
Digital Interface (MIDI) is a hardware and software protocol for the communication between
musical instruments with a digital interface and the computer. It is ubiquitous in all computer
music applications. MIDI represents notes as numbers ranging from 0 to 127, with 60 being
the C note of the fourth octave (C4) in the middle of the piano keyboard. For information,
please refer to http://www.midi.org.

2 However, many guitars have 17 practicable frets only for the 1th and 6th strings, and 15
for the other ones.
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Figure 3: Outline of the notes on a guitar fingerboard. The Figure displays only
the first XII frets.

Such fingering options provide the performer with a rich palette of timbres.
Due to the fact that the same note may be found in different positions with
different harmonic content and decay time, such different positions constitute
an expressive resource that contributes to determine fingering [16].

3 Problem encoding

Our encoding of the fingering problem individuates a general gestural pattern
that encompasses guitar performer’s movements, i.e., the overlap of held notes
and a sequence of notes. We have called these patterns mixed passages (MIX).
In Figure 4(a), the two treble (held) notes span the same score portion of the
sequence of eight bass notes. In particular, held notes are sets of one or more
notes that span the same duration of some succession of other notes. In MIX
passages, sequential and simultaneous constraints operate together with held
notes that are not released until the last note in the succession has been played,
and this represents a major issue for playability.

Given that note onset and note offset are the time instants when notes start
and end, respectively, in guitar scores we can define a MIX passage as follows:

Definition 1. MIX: a finite set of notes form a MIX passage if there exist both:

• a set HN of m (1 ≤ m ≤ 5) held notes s.t. for each (mi,mj) ∈ HN, on-
set(HN) = onset(mi) = onset(mj) and offset(HN) = offset(mi) = offset(mj),
and

• a sequence 〈s1, s2, . . . , sn〉 of n notes s.t. for each i, j 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
offset(si) ≤ onset(sj), and for each sk 1 ≤ k ≤ n onset(HN) ≤ onset(sk)
and offset(sk) ≤ offset(HN).

The held notes start and end all together, and the “melodic” sequence is
contained (strictly or not) within the same time margins3. Moreover, for both
didactic and applicative purposes, we can distinguish two particular cases of
MIX gestures: melodies and chords. Notes in melodies (MEL passages) have to
be played in succession, and notes in chords (CHO passages), have to be played
in simultaneity.

Definition 2. MEL: a finite sequence of n notes form a melody S = 〈s1, s2, . . . , sn〉,
if for each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, offset(si) ≤ onset(sj).

3 As it follows from definition 1, we do not cope with polyphonic textures, even though
the same constraint-based approach could be applied even to this case.
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Figure 4: The MIX case subsumes the particular MEL and CHO cases.

Definition 3. CHO: a set of k, 2 ≤ k ≤ 6 notes form a chord C = {c2, c3, . . . , c6},
if for each (ci, cj) ∈ C, onset(ci)= onset(cj) and offset(ci)=offset(cj).

So, a melody is composed by a sequence of notes (Fig. 4(b)), whilst si-
multaneous notes extending over the same time span form a chord (Fig. 4(c)).
Intuitively, these gestures are simplified with respect to the general MIX pas-
sage. In melody (MEL) fingering, the fingered position of one note constrains
the fingered positions of the subsequent notes, and we must account for the
playability of this sequence of positions; in chord (CHO) fingering, the fingered
position of one note constrains the fingered positions of the other notes of the
chord, and all these positions must be playable at the same time.

A useful notion in the input description is the one of event. An event is a
set of notes starting at the same time. Each new onset determines a new event
and stops the previous one. A MEL block composed by n notes corresponds
to n events (Fig. 4(b)), a CHO block composed by k notes corresponds to an
individual event (Fig. 4(c)). Since a MIX block contains a melodic sequence
of n notes, we consider it as composed by n events, each one involving both a
melodic note and the held notes that they share, as in the example below.
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A preliminary step of the fingering computation consists of parsing the MIDI
file in input (Fig. 5): we individuate a note list, and we break it down into MIX,
MEL and CHO blocks. This preprocessing step is performed automatically,
based on the definitions 1 to 3. For example, given in input the excerpt presented
in Fig. 5, we notice that the notes numbered 64 60 48 and 55 start at the same
time point and stop at the same time point, so to determine that they form a
CHO block4 . The following two notes (50 and 43) are set in succession, in that
the offset of the first one is also the onset of the second one: they constitute
a MEL block. In the remaining notes we individuate both a set of held notes
(notes 52 and 57) and a melodic sequence (notes 60, 62 and 60). Based on their
onsets and offsets we notice that the notes in the chord are held notes (HN),
because they start with the first note of the MEL block –the note 60, with onset

4 It is worth mentioning that the guitar is a transposing instrument. That is, its pitch
sounds one octave lower than it is notated. This fact is indicated by the symbol “8” that
appears at the bottom of the treble clef.
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Table 1: Default.
Note: onset o!set

64 0 2000
60 0 2000
48 0 2000
55 0 2000
50 2000 3000
43 3000 4000
52 4000 6000
57 4000 6000
60 4000 4500
62 4500 5000
60 5000 6000

defined as follows:

Definition 2. MEL: a finite sequence of n notes form a melody S = !s1, s2, . . . , sn",
if for each i < j # n, o!setsi # onsetsj.

Definition 3. CHO: a set of k $ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} notes form a chord C = !c1, c2[, . . . , c6]",
if for each (ci, cj) $ C, onsetci = onsetcj AND o!setci =o!setcj.

A notion useful in the input description is the one of event : an event is a set of
notes starting at the same time, so each new onset determines a new event. For
instance, in the MEL, CHO and MIX excerpts presented in Figure 4 there are
eight, one and eight events, respectively.

The first step consists of parsing the score in input –expressed as a MIDI
file3– in order to recognize the MIX patterns, or their variants. This preprocess-
ing step brings to a note list which is broken down into MIX (or MEL, CHO)
blocks.

4 Computing gestural information: a constraint-
based approach

For the sake of clarity, we present our approach in a top-down fashion, where
the overall optimization approach is introduced first, and then the solving of to
the individual blocks (be them MIX, MEL or CHO) comes after.

One major assumption of our work, underpinned by motor-behavioral and
psychological studies (Heijink & Meulenbroek, 2002; Clarke, Parncutt, Raekallio,
& Sloboda, 1997), is that it is appropriate to represent the fingering process in
terms of a search for bio-mechanical comfort4. Hence we represent the fingering
of a piece of music as a path in a graph. Minimizing the cost of the graph traver-
sal results in searching for the most comfortable fingering for the current piece.

3 The Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) is a hardware and software protocol for
the communication between musical instruments with a digital interface and the computer.
It is ubiquitous in all computer music applications. In particular, a MIDI file represents both
a score and the gestures to play that score on a keyboard. MIDI represents notes as numbers
ranging from 0 to 127, with 60 being the C note of the fourth octave (C4) in the middle of
the piano keyboard. For information, please refer to http://www.midi.org.

4A first characterization of the di!culties that guitar players deal with has been carried
out in (Radicioni & Lombardo, 2005b).
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Figure 5: In the preprocessing step we individuate the MIX blocks along with
the particular cases of MEL and CHO blocks.

4000– and are released together with the last note of the MEL block –the note
60, with offset 6000–.

4 Computing gestural information:
a constraint-based approach

We present our approach in a top-down fashion; we first introduce the overall
optimization approach and then how we solve the fingering problem for the
individual blocks (MIX, MEL and CHO passages). In Section 4.1 we describe the
construction of the graph from the score, and outline the difficulty estimation; in
Section 4.2 we introduce the search for the path in the graph such that minimizes
difficulties; in Section 4.3 we show how we express chord fingering in terms of a
constraint satisfaction problem by applying a set of binary constraints; finally,
in Section 4.4 we illustrate how the constraint-based approach is paired with
optimization techniques to handle the fingering of MIX blocks.

One major assumption of our work, underpinned by motor-behavioral and
psychological studies [17, 8], is the representation of the fingering process as a
search for bio-mechanical comfort. We represent the fingering process of a piece
of music as a path finding in a graph. Minimizing the cost of the graph traversal
results in searching for the most comfortable fingering for the piece. The graph
representation has two main virtues: it represents all the possible fingerings in
a compact way and there exist efficient algorithms for computing a path, based
on dynamic programming [4].

4.1 Overview

Different degrees of freedom characterize performers’ movements in the MIX
passage and in its sub-cases MEL and CHO, but all can be modeled via the same
graph representation. There are two major issues that correspond to sequential
(or melodic), and simultaneous (or chordal) playing, respectively. For instance,
if in principle we can assign a fingering to a melody composed by F2-C5-E5
(these three notes are in positions that are far apart on the fingerboard, see
Figure 3), the same notes cannot be played simultaneously as a chord. In fact,
given the standard guitar tuning, it would require a prohibitive span between
fingers.
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Starting from the blocks that result from the preprocessing step (Fig. 6(a)),
we build a graph representation of all the possible sequences of fingered posi-
tions.

Step 1. For each note in the score we generate all the possible fingered
positions, i.e. the available triples 〈string,fret,finger〉. For each triple we
generate a vertex in the graph (Fig. 6(b)). MEL fingered positions are repre-
sented as individual vertices (see the MEL block in Figure 6(b)); CHO fingered
positions are represented as vertices clustered together (vertical clusters). For
example, in the graph of Figure 6(b), the three different fingerings for the CHO
block, which is the chord C3-G3-C4-E4, are represented by three vertical clus-
ters. Finally, a MIX block is represented as an horizontal + vertical cluster of
vertices, since held notes are still pressed while melodic notes are played (see the
MIX block in Figure 6(b)). If we posit the graph in a 3D space that represents
on the x axis the linear development of the score, on the y axis the vertical clus-
tering of simultaneous (both chordal and held notes) set of notes, and on the z
axis the distribution of alternative fingerings, we yield a layered structure of the
graph along the x axis according to the succession of events. Each layer includes
all the alternative vertical clusters of a CHO block, the alternative vertices for
a single note in a MEL block, or all the alternative clusters of a MIX block.
Such individual alternatives are represented as rectangular macro-vertices in
the overview of Figure 6(c).

Step 2. Each vertex or cluster of vertices, i.e. the rectangular macro-
vertices, is linked to all the vertices or cluster in the immediately following layer
by means of an edge (Figure 6(c)). This construction procedure guarantees that
the graph always has a layered structure, in that the vertices can be grouped
in layers, and all the edges connect vertices of adjacent layers. In the case of
melodies, the number of layers (and of events) is equal to the number of notes
in input; in the case of a chord we have only one layer per chord; in the case of
a mixed passage we have only one layer per each set of held notes.

Step 3. We label each edge with a weight that represents the cost of the
transition between two fingered positions. Such a weight results from an estima-
tion of the cost of the transition from one fingered position to another. Weights
estimating difficulties are based on the works in motor behavior by Heijink &
Meulenbroek [17], on the ergonomic approach to keyboard fingering by Parn-
cutt et al. [25], and on the works of the guitar performer and theorist Gilardino
[16]. The elements designed for the model have been quantitatively tuned on
the implemented prototype. We assume that moving hands horizontally −along
the fingerboard− and vertically −across the fingerboard− causes two different
sources of difficulty5. Horizontal movements can span over a large distance,
and are named hand repositionings, while vertical movements are considered
less complex and are named finger displacements. Given that the notes in the
score are translated into fingered positions, the weight estimation proceeds by
arranging the transitions between two positions into two main classes, along the
neck (ALONG) and across the neck (ACROSS) respectively. Since music per-
formance is a time constrained process, the fingering process should minimize
hand repositionings in order to satisfy the requirements for minimum efforts.

5 “There are two types of postural transitions that are relevant. They concern transitions
that require the hand to change position along the guitar neck and transitions that leave the
hand in more or less the same place but require finger displacements. Those transitions are
treated as separate entities in the pedagogical guitar literature” [17].
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Figure 6: (a) The piece in input is parsed and segmented into MIX, MEL
and CHO blocks. (b) CHO and MIX passages are represented in the third
dimension of the graph. (c) Rectangular vertices correspond either to a vertical
cluster (CHO block), to individual vertices (MEL block), or to a vertical and
horizontal cluster (MIX block). Weights on the edges are omitted.

The weight (WEIGHT ) between two fingered positions p and q is the linear
sum of the two difficulties:

WEIGHT(p,q) = ALONG(p,q) + ACROSS(p,q) (1)

ALONG(p,q) = fret stretch(p,q) + locality(p,q)

ACROSS(p,q) = vertical stretch(p,q)

The difficulty estimation involves individuating for each finger pair a comfort-
able span for both vertical and horizontal movements (see also [25], for a similar
approach). Such comfortable span is defined as the distance at which two fingers
can press their respective positions with a minimum effort. Then, we compute
the horizontal and vertical components of the current pair of fingered positions
(respectively, fret stretch and vertical stretch), and evaluate how distant they
are from the comfortable spans. The more distant, the higher the weight we as-
sociate to current transition. Also, the model considers fingers’ relative strength.
E.g., little and ring are known to be the weakest fingers [15, 8], and then their
usage occurs under specific conditions. Another relevant factor is the locality of
the positions being considered: since going from the head of the neck towards
the body of the instrument strings are progressively more raised from the fin-
gerboard, which implies more effort in pressing the strings [7], we assign heavier
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weights to increasing localities. Parameters have been set that allow tuning the
relative strength of the individual components. More details are provided in
[28].

4.2 Gestural comfort optimization

Any path from the leftmost layer –the first note– to the rightmost layer –the
last note– represents a fingering for the score. The problem of finding a suitable
fingering for a piece corresponds to the problem of finding a path in the graph
that minimizes the cost of the graph traversal. Since all weights are non negative,
this can be done through algorithms exploiting the relaxation technique. By
construction we have a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (V,E); for each
vertex v ∈ V we maintain a shortest-path estimate d[v], which represents the
weight of the shortest path from source s to v, and a predecessor for current
vertex v, π[v]. Each edge (u, v) has a cost associated to that transition, w(u, v).
Relaxing an edge (u, v) consists of testing whether we can improve the shortest
path to v found so far by going through u and, if so, updating d[v] and π[v].
This description is taken from [9]:

Relax(u, v, w)
if d[v] > d[u] + w(u, v) then

d[v]← d[u] + w(u, v)
π[v]← u

end if
At each layer, we compute the difficulty due to reaching the current vertices
from the vertices of the previous layer, and update each vertex cost by applying
the relaxation. After having labelled all the transitions to the last layer, the
shortest path in the graph is retrieved by choosing the overall lowest ranked
vertex, and by visiting backwards its predecessors until the start of the graph.

The overall control strategy, which is charged to optimize the path through
the layers, takes into account the flat representation provided by the overview
of Figure 6(c). In the case we have in input a MEL block, the generation of
the vertices is straightforward: we only account for sequential constraints and
proceed by mapping the notes to the fingered positions. In a general MIX block
(and in CHO blocks as well), we also need to deal with constraints deriving
from the simultaneity of sounds. Hence, the generation of the vertices and
their traversal in the general MIX formulation requires to preliminarily solve a
subproblem, where simultaneous notes can occur along with notes in succession
(Fig. 4). Here is where the constraint-based approach comes to play.

4.3 Consistency techniques for the case of chords

We first introduce the simplified case of chords (CHO blocks), and then we
address the general MIX setting, where chords are combined with melodies.

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) R = {X ,D, C} is defined by a set
of variables, X1, X2, . . . , Xn, and a set of constraints, C1, C2, . . . , Cm. Each
variable Xi has a domain Di of possible values. Each constraint Ci involves a
subset of the variables and specifies the allowed combinations of values for the
current subset. An assignment that satisfies all the constraints is a consistent
assignment, and a solution to a CSP is an assignment to all the variables so that
all constraints are satisfied. In order to represent graphically a CSP, one can
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!6, 1, 1", !6, 1, 2", !6, 1, 3", !6, 1, 4"}Dx = {

!6, 8, 1", !6, 8, 2", !6, 8, 3", !6, 8, 4",
!5, 3, 1", !5, 3, 2", !5, 3, 3", !5, 3, 4"}

Dy = {

!6, 13, 1", !6, 13, 2", !6, 13, 3", !6, 13, 4",
!5, 8, 1", !5, 8, 2", !5, 8, 3", !5, 8, 4",
!4, 3, 1", !4, 3, 2", !4, 3, 3", !4, 3, 4"}

Dz = {

y

x

z

Figure 7: The fingering problem for chords, and its equivalent graph.

build the equivalent constraint graph, where each vertex represents a variable,
and each edge represents a constraint between variables standing at the end
points of the edge. We formulate the chord fingering subproblem as follows: we
are given 1) a set of variables: the notes composing the chord; 2) a finite and
discrete domain for each variable: from 1 up to 16 fingered positions (that is, 4
positions combined with the 4 available fingers) per note; 3) a set of constraints
defined over each pair of the original set of variables, stating whether each pair
of fingered positions can be played or not.

The graph in Figure 7 represents a chord fingering problem. The note F2,
corresponding to the variable x in the graph, can be played on 〈6,1,1〉, i.e. on
the 6th string, 1st fret, by the index finger; on 〈6,1,2〉, by middle finger; and so
forth. Each vertex is connected to all the other vertices: an edge connecting two
vertices, e.g. x and y, indicates that while pressing a fingered position related
to y, the performer is constrained by pressing a fingered position related to x.

CSP variables are the notes, and the domains are the fingered positions for
each note. Based on guitar handbooks from historical composers and contempo-
rary teachers, we devised a set of bio-mechanical constraints that express which
combinations of fingered positions can actually be played by a human performer
(Table 1). One note per string expresses the constraint that it is possible to play
at most one note at a time on each string, so any position prevents from other
placements on the same string; no overlaps ensures that higher-numbered fin-
gers press higher-numbered frets, and for fingers pressing positions on different
strings but with same fret, it also ensures that higher-numbered fingers press
lower-numbered strings6; max spans over finger pairs expresses a maximum
span of frets for each pair of fingers, that can never be exceeded. For example,
the fingered positions 〈6,1,2〉, 〈5,3,3〉 cannot be played simultaneously, in that
they would imply an excessive stretch between middle and ring. Finally, a chord
on a guitar can be composed by 2 to 6 fingered positions because we can apply
the barré technique, in which a single finger can press more than one position
simultaneously. We restrict the use of barré to the index finger: the constraint
Barré index states that all the positions of the barré are on the same fret and
all the other positions in the chord are in higher numbered frets.

Given a representation in CSP terms, a search strategy is applied to find
the assignments to variables that satisfy the constraints. We first propagate the
constraints to yield a simpler problem, and we then proceed with a depth-first
search (DFS) to ground the variables. In case the algorithm reaches a dead end,

6 Recall that we start numbering fingers from index, numbered 1, to little finger, numbered
4, strings from 1 (E treble) to 6 (E bass), and frets from I to XVII (see Figure 3).
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Table 1: The set of bio-mechanical constraints.

Set of constraints
OneNotePerString: on each string it is possible to play at most one note at a time.

NoOverlaps: higher fingers press higher frets.

MaxSpanOverFingerPairs: for each finger pair, there exists a maximum span that can never
be exceeded:

maxSpan index middle ring little
little 4 3 1 -
ring 3 0 -

middle 2 -
index -

BarréIndex : all the positions of the barré are on the same fret and all the other positions in
the chord are in higher-numbered frets.

backtracking resorts to the last instantiated variable that still has alternatives
open.

Constraint propagation reduces the size of the variable domains while not
affecting the final set of solutions. The graph of the simplified problem satis-
fies the properties of arc-consistency and path-consistency, that are defined as
follows [13]:

Definition 4. Arc-consistency. Given a constraint network R = {X ,D, C} with
Rij ∈ C, a variable xi is arc-consistent relative to xj if and only if for every
value ai ∈ Di there exists a value aj ∈ Dj such that (ai,aj) ∈ Rij. The arc
defined by {xi, xj} is arc-consistent if and only if xi is arc-consistent relative
to xj and xj is arc-consistent relative to xi. A network of constraints is called
arc-consistent if and only if all of its arcs are arc-consistent.

Definition 5. Path-consistency. Given a constraint network R = {X ,D, C}, a
binary constraint Rij is path-consistent relative to xk if and only if for every
pair (ai, aj) ∈ Rij and ai and aj are from their respective domains, there is
a value ak ∈ Dk s.t. (ai, ak) ∈ Rik and (ak, aj) ∈ Rkj. A subnetwork over
three variables {xi, xj , xk} is path-consistent if and only if for any permutation
of (i, j, k), Rij is path-consistent relative to xk. A network is path-consistent if
and only if for every Rij and for every k 6= i, j, Rij is path-consistent relative
to xk.

Stronger degrees of consistency exist that eliminate the need for search,
but unfortunately the worst-case complexity of the algorithm for obtaining
n-consistency in a n-node constraint graph is known to be exponential [20].
Rather, based on the observation that for the task at hand it is possible to fol-
low some order, we implement a trade-off between the consistency degree and
the search effort (e.g., see [12]) via the introduction of lower degrees of con-
sistency, such as directional arc-consistency and directional path-consistency.
Directionality limits consistency to apply only along a given order on variables,
thus anticipating subsequent processing by search. Such properties are defined
as follows [13]:

Definition 6. Directional arc-consistency. A graph is directional-arc-consistent
relative to order d = (x1, x2, ..., xn) if and only if every variable xi is arc-
consistent relative to every variable xj s. t. i ≤ j.
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Table 2: DPC algorithm, enforcing directional path-consistency.

DPC(R)

Input: a network R = (X ,D, C), and its constraint graph G = (V, E), with order d =
(x1, ..., xn).

Output: a directional path-consistent network and its graph, G′ =
(V, E′).

1: Initialize: E′ ← E.
2: for k = n to 1 by −1 do
3: for each i ≤ k s.t. xi is connected to xk do
4: Di ← Di ∩ πi(Rik ./ Dk) /*revise*/
5: end for
6: for each i, j ≤ k s.t. (xi,xk),(xj ,xk)∈ E′ do
7: Rij ← Rij ∩ πij(Rik ./ Dk ./ Rkj)
8: E′ ← E′ ∪ (xi, xj)
9: end for

10: end for
11: return the revised network R and G′ = (V, E′)

Definition 7. Directional path-consistency. A graph is directional-path-con-
sistent relative to order d = (x1, x2, ..., xn) iff for every k ≥ i, j the pair {xi, xj}
is path-consistent relative to xk.

For the sake of self containedness, we informally recall the concepts of pro-
jection and join. Projection takes a relation R and yields a new relation that
consists of the tuples of R with certain components removed. Let R be a rela-
tion, and let Y = {y1, . . . , yk} be a subset of the variables in the scope of R.
We use the notation πY (R) to denote the projection of R on Y , that is, the
set of tuples obtained by taking in turn each tuple in R and forming from it a
new, smaller tuple, keeping only those components associated with variables in
Y . Projection specifies a subset of the variables of a relation, and the scope of
the resulting relation is that subset of variables. The join operator takes two
relations RS and RT and yields a new relation that consists of the tuples of
RS and RT combined on all their common variables in S and T . Let RS be
a relation with scope S and RT a relation with scope T . A tuple r is in the
join of RS and RT , denoted RS ./ RT , if it can be constructed according to the
following steps: (i) take a tuple s from RS , (ii) select a tuple t from RT such
that the components of s and t agree on the variables that RS and RT have in
common (that is, on the variables S ∩ T ), and (iii) form a new tuple r by com-
bining the components of s and t, keeping only one copy of those components
corresponding to variables in S ∩ T . The scope of the resulting relation is the
union of the scopes of R and S, that is, S ∪ T . A join of two relations with the
same scopes is equivalent to the intersection of the two relations [13].

Directional path-consistency (DPC algorithm is reported in Table 2) is useful
in modeling the fingering process, since the search starts from one fingered
position, and then proceeds through the order given by the increasing pitch.
Increasing pitch provides a possible order over the notes of a chord (which has
proven successful for cognitive modeling purposes [27]), but different orders can
be applied as well. The application of directional path-consistency to the chord
fingering problem also reflects the fact that performers consider only a subset
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Table 3: “Legal” combinations after DPC algorithm has terminated. The search
is then performed on this simplified problem, as it is shown in the search tree
presented in the rightmost column.

Rxy Ryz Rxz Rxy./Ryz./Rzx

〈6,1,1〉,〈5,3,2〉 〈5,3,1〉,〈4,3,1〉 〈6,1,1〉,〈4,3,2〉

<6, 1, 1>

<5, 3, 2>

<4, 3, 4><4, 3, 3>

<5, 3, 3>

<4, 3, 1>

<4, 3, 1> /∈ Rxz
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<4, 3, 4> ∈ Rxz

〈6,1,1〉,〈5,3,3〉 〈5,3,1〉,〈4,3,2〉 〈6,1,1〉,〈4,3,3〉

〈5,3,2〉,〈4,3,1〉 〈6,1,1〉,〈4,3,4〉

〈5,3,2〉,〈4,3,3〉 〈6,1,2〉,〈4,3,4〉

〈5,3,3〉,〈4,3,4〉

〈6,8,1〉,〈5,8,1〉

〈6,8,1〉,〈5,8,2〉

〈6,8,2〉,〈5,8,2〉

〈6,8,2〉,〈5,8,3〉

〈6,8,3〉,〈5,8,4〉

of the cartesian product of the fingered positions available for each note of the
chord.

Let us consider again the chord presented in Figure 7. The order of variables
is d = (x, y, z). The DPC algorithm performs two steps: a) the domains of x and
y are revised relatively to the domain of z; b) Rxy, the set of the allowed pairs
of values from x and y is further revised relatively to z. Step a: DPC restricts
the domain of y relatively to z, yielding Dy = {〈6,8,1〉, 〈6,8,2〉, 〈6,8,3〉,
〈5,3,1〉, 〈5,3,2〉, 〈5,3,3〉}; then it revises x relatively to z and x relatively
to y, yielding Dx = {〈6,1,1〉; 〈6,1,2〉}. Step b: inconsistencies are deleted
from Rxy, obtaining Rxy = {[〈6,1,1〉,〈5,3,2〉], [〈6,1,1〉,〈5,3,3〉]}. When DPC
terminates, the graph is directional path-consistent relative to the order d. The
combinations of fingered positions that satisfy the constraints are presented in
Table 3: on this new and simpler problem we perform the search.

The depth-first search implements a preference for comfortable fingerings.
Underpinned by the didactic guitar literature [1], we assume that playing at
the lower frets is more comfortable; also, the first fingers (index, middle) are
stronger and then are expected to press the strings with more ease [8]. The
DFS is presented in the last column of Table 3. Given the mentioned order of
variables (bass first), and the ordering of fingered positions based on fingers’
strength (lower fingers first), the relations involving strong fingers pressing the
basses are inspected first. At each step it is checked whether the join of the
relations is empty (it is a dead-end) or not (it is a solution). Whenever the search
reaches a dead end, it performs backtracking to the last instantiated variable
that still has alternatives available. In the case exemplified, the search leads to
the solutions {〈6,1,1〉,〈5,3,2〉,〈4,3,3〉} and {〈6,1,1〉,〈5,3,3〉,〈4,3,4〉}.

To receive a quantitative idea of the problem space reduction, we can notice
that in the original problem (Figure 7), |Dx| = 4, |Dy| = 8 and |Dz| = 12,
thus resulting in 384 possible combinations; in the simplified problem we still
have 80 alternative combinations; actually the search only inspects 3 different
fingerings.
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4.4 Consistency techniques applied to the general case

In order to cope with mixed passages (MIX) we combine the constraint propa-
gation technique together with dynamic programming.

Let us consider the MIX excerpt in Figure 4, that consists of two held notes,
specifically a chord (D4-F4), and a melody on the bass. The chord is held –that
is, the performer presses the “chordal” positions without releasing them– until
the last note (G3) has been played. We have to assign fingering to each note in
the chord and in the melody in such a way that fingers and strings involved in
the melody fingering are not used in the chord fingering. Also, we must satisfy
all the constraints devised for chord fingering (Table 1) between each melodic
note and each held note. However, differently from the chord case, here we have
a more relaxed requirement: in fact, constraints must be satisfied by each pair
{melodic fingered position - fingering for the held note(s)}, but not by all pairs
at the same time. Therefore, a lower degree of consistency is in order: to solve
the MIX subproblem we enforce the directional arc-consistency property [13]
over the corresponding constraint graph. In principle, we could have only one
held note, or vice versa a succession of chords instead of a simple melody. In any
case, the held note(s) and the sequence of notes must be mutually consistent in
order to ensure a viable fingering, and directional arc-consistency can be used
to deal with the variants of MIX.

To compute fingering for MIX subproblems, we start by computing the fin-
gering of the held notes, which then constrains the fingered positions of the
melody. For each alternative fingering of the held notes, we compute the asso-
ciated fingerings for the whole melodic sequence, selecting only those fingered
positions of the melody notes that are themselves arc-consistent with that solu-
tion. Lastly, for each sub-graph obtained, we optimize the fingering by applying
the same dynamic programming algorithm presented in Section 4. In so doing,
we optimize the MIX block fingering with respect both to the melodic passage
and the chordal passage.

5 On the complexity of the fingering model

A closer look at the computational complexity of the system points out that
fingering is a challenging problem, with a huge problem space. Our system
copes with such complexity by only considering a reduced search space, so that
the time complexity of the approach is linear in the input size. This is done
through the constraint-based approach of our model. Here we provide both a
theoretical complexity analysis and an empirical evaluation of the system.

A natural measure for the input size of a fingering problem is the number n
of music events that occur in the piece being fingered. Each layer is associated
with one or more events. Let us denote with nk the number of events associated
with layer k and with K the total number of layers, that is

∑K
k=1 nk = n. We

recall that in the case of MEL and CHO blocks nk = 1, while for MIX blocks it
depends on the length of the melodic sequence (please see Section 4.1, and Fig.
6(b)).

As described above, the fingering process consists in the two steps of an-
alyzing each layer and of computing the shortest path through the resulting
graph, respectively. As we will see, both steps require O(n) time, so the overall
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complexity is O(n). The path finding algorithm is known to run in O(K · d2),
with K total number of layers and d the number of vertices in each layer. In our
case d is not fixed for each layer, however it is always bounded by the constant
dmax = 166 (see below). This constant is huge with respect to the number of
events in a guitar score; however, the fact that such constant is more manage-
able in practical cases because of constraints propagation makes the following
theoretical analysis interesting. It comes out that, given that K (the number
of layers) is lesser or equal than n (the number of events –K and n are equal in
the MEL case–), the worst case complexity is O(n).

In this Section we investigate two properties of the model: regardless the
type of block in input, the algorithm requires O(nk) time for analyzing layer k
(property 1); layer k cannot contain more than dmax vertices (property 2).

Property 1: The algorithm requires O(nk) time for analyzing layer k

Case MEL. In case MEL the vertices are retrieved by direct access to a vec-
tor indexed with the (MIDI) note number. This clearly amounts to the
required O(nk) complexity.

Case CHO. In case CHO the vertices in layer k represent the solutions to a
chord fingering subproblem (please refer again to Figure 6(c)). We com-
pute the fingering of chords as a search over a directional path-consistent
constraint graph.

The Directional Path Consistency (DPC) time and space complexity is
O(v3k3) [13], where v is the number of variables and k bounds the domain
sizes. In our instantiation of the problem, we have up to 6 variables (i.e.,
notes in input), while the domain size for each variable can be set up to 16
fingered positions. DPC complexity is then bounded by v3k3 = 63 · 163.

The search step is a standard backtracking depth-first algorithm (DFS),
whose time complexity is O(bp). b is the branching factor, which in our
setting accounts for the number of vertices per note. In the worst case we
have b = 16, that is, the maximum number of fingered positions for any
note. p is the maximal depth of the constraint graph, which is bounded
by the number of simultaneous notes: 6.

Both steps can thus contribute only to the constant hidden in the O no-
tation: in the worst case 166 combinations have to be inspected: search is
O(1).

Empirical evidence shows that on average the algorithm considers only a
small subset of the worst case (166) possible combinations. This gain is
fully due to the CSP approach.

Case MIX. To solve each MIX passage, we first determine the solutions for
the held notes (step a), and for each solution we compute the shortest
path among the melodic fingered positions consistent with that solution
(step b, Fig. 6(b)). Since the number of solutions is bounded by a constant
(Property 2), the repetition of the path finding algorithm only contributes
to the constant factor of the whole complexity. The final complexity of
case MIX is thus the sum of the complexity of steps a and b.
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Step a. Computing the solutions for the held notes implies performing the
same steps described for the case CHO, the only difference being that held
notes can involve up to 5 notes (see Definition 1), instead of 6 notes like
chords (Definition 3). As a consequence, the same O(1) time complexity
holds.

Step b. The subgraph for the melodic sequence is built (by retrieving the
corresponding vertices in O(nk) time, and the graph is made directional-
arc-consistent in O(1) time), and the shortest path is found in O(nk). So,
the step b is computed in O(n) time.

The O(1) complexity for making the graph directional-arc-consistent is
explained by the following argument. Given a constraint network R =
(X ,D, C), and an ordering g, the algorithm Directional Arc Consistency
(DAC) generates a directional-arc-consistent network relative to g with
time complexity of O(ek3) [13], where e is the number of binary constraints
(i.e., the number of edges) and k bounds the domain size. e is given by
the number of variables - 1, and k can be up to 16 fingered positions per
note. In turn, the number of variables (representing melodic input) can
be arbitrarily high according to the block size, but finite.

Finally, the path finding through the resulting graph takes O(nk) time, as
explained at the beginning of this Section.

The total complexity of steps a and b is O(1) + O(nk) = O(nk).

Property 2: Layer k cannot contain more than dmax = 166 vertices

Case MEL. In this case we can have at most 16 fingered positions, and thus
16 vertices per layer.

Case CHO. Vertices in layer k of type CHO are vertical clusters (Fig. 6),
that consist of up to 6 simultaneous notes. Up to 16 fingered positions
are possible for each note, so that a rough upper bound to the number
of possible solutions is 166 = dmax. However, the practical estimation of
this figure strongly depends on the notes in input and on their number.
In order to reduce the search space, we enforce the consistency properties
on the equivalent graph. This amounts to a huge time saving. To give
an idea of the actual number of solutions one has to deal with, we report
evidences about the actual number of solutions found empirically in Table
4.

Case MIX. The number of horizontal and vertical clusters that constitute
MIX vertices is bounded by the number of solutions to the held notes
subproblem. By definition we can have at most 5 held notes, so that a
rough upper bound to the number of possible solutions is (165) < dmax.

Since the constant hidden in the linear complexity may be huge, it is appropriate
to report some actual running times. To these ends, we tested the model over
a 24 pieces dataset, 8 pieces for each gestural type. The pieces are composed
of 100 to 800 events for each gestural type (MIX, MEL and CHO). CPU times
obtained7 for each size have been averaged over a 10-run experimentation (that

7 On a 1.2 GHz PowerPC G4 processor.
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Table 4: The average number of alternative fingerings found over a corpus of
chords.

notes in chord chords considered average alternative fingerings
2 notes 104 22.06
3 notes 98 21.19
4 notes 17 13.35
5 notes 4 6.5
6 notes 4 4

We selected 4 pieces from the 19th Century guitar repertoire –namely, they are: D.
Aguado, Estudio n.3; F. Sor, Andantino Op.35 n.3; F. Carulli, Study Op.121 n.15;
F. Sor, Fantasia Op.21 n.6: mm. 1-16–, and extracted the chords. We obtained 227
chords: on this set we ran the implemented model. The higher the number of notes
in a chord, the more constrained are the performers, and the smaller is the number
of different fingerings per chord. Then results come without surprise: despite the
highest number of possible combinations is reached with chords of 6 notes, on average
we find more solutions for chords consisting of 2 or 3 notes.

is, 10 runs for the block MIX composed by 100 events, 10 runs for the block MIX
containing 200 events, and so forth), and are presented in Figure 8. Not only
this experiment confirms that the complexity of the model is linear in the input
size, but it also reveals that the most time-consuming task consists of dealing
with melody, which vice versa would be expected to be the simplest case8. This
is due to the deeply constrained nature of the fingering task in cases MIX and
CHO, which is exploited by the proposed approach. In these cases, despite a
larger number of possible combinations, the model performs in reduced time
with respect to a case MEL, which is theoretically simpler, but intrinsically less
constrained.

6 Model validation

We have evaluated the computed fingerings in terms of accuracy at two levels
of granularity. We have tested the model at the individual notes level, and at
the event level. The latter, which includes individual notes, chords and melodic
plus held notes, is intended to provide more general informative insights about
the system’s performances, while the note level can provide finer grained cues
about incorrect predictions.

We have adopted two measures. 1) The number of accurate fingered events:
the fingering for an event is correctly predicted if all the notes composing the
event have the same triple 〈string,fret,finger〉, as indicated by the per-
former; 2) The number of (individual) fingered notes correctly predicted: the
fingering for a note is correctly predicted if it is the same triple 〈string,-
fret,finger〉, as indicated by the performer. The grading measure 1) is unfor-
giving of quite similar results. For example if we consider an event composed

8 For instance, in a MEL sequence the path finding algorithm needs to take into account
at most 16 vertices per layer. This figure is much higher for the other two cases.
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Table 5: The different evaluation metrics adopted to assess the results.
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input: notes {G2-B2-D3-G3-B3-G4}
expert: {〈6,3,2〉,〈5,2,1〉,〈4,0,0〉,〈3,0,0〉,〈2,0,0〉,〈1,3,4〉}
model: {〈6,3,2〉,〈5,2,1〉,〈4,0,0〉,〈3,0,0〉,〈2,0,0〉,〈1,3,3〉}
meas. 1: 0/1 points (the last fingered position was not predicted)
meas. 2: 5/6 points (the last fingered position was not predicted)

of six notes, the model outputs a triple 〈string,fret,finger〉 for each one
(Table 5). If even one fingered positions is different from that provided by the
performer, the whole event fingering is considered different, and no point is
assigned. Measure 2) is a similar estimation, on the finer granularity of the
individual note.

Six pieces were selected from the 19th Century guitar repertoire. They are
studies from didactic works or excerpts from concert sonatas. The pieces can
be arranged into three main classes: in two pieces chordal (CHO) passages are
clearly prevailing, in two pieces mainly melodic (MEL) passages occur, and in
two pieces we have prevailing mixed (MIX) passages, combining chords with
melodies9. Overall 948 notes, corresponding to 582 events, were considered.
MIX is slightly over-represented, in that it provides higher difficulties to mod-
eling attempts: in fact, due to the increased search space implied by mixed
passages, these cases are harder, and hence particularly appropriate to assess
the system’s accuracy. The average length of the pieces considered is 97 events,
and 158 notes; the length ranges between 90 and 209 notes per piece. The
complete list of the music used for experimentation is provided in Table 6.

One professional guitarist, bachelor in guitar performance, was interviewed.
The guitarist is aged 31, with 25 years of music education. The expert has been

9 On average we have 2.4 notes per event for the pieces in the CHO class, 1 note per event
for pieces in MEL, and 2.1 for pieces in MIX.
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Table 6: The complete list of the music considered in the validation.

Author Title and Opus Number Class
D. Aguado Estudio n.3 CHO
F. Sor Andantino Op.35 n.3 CHO
M. Carcassi Study Op.60 n.7: mm 1–8 MEL
M. Giuliani Study Op.50 n.13 MEL
F. Carulli Siciliana Op.121 n.15: mm 1–22 MIX
F. Sor Fantasia Op.21 n.6: mm 1–16 MIX

Table 7: Results of the system, according to the evaluation metrics.

Class: measure 1 measure 2
Average: 77.65% 86.175%
CHO: 76.475% 88.205%
MEL: 87.015% 87.015%
MIX: 69.475% 83.305%

requested to make explicit the fingerings provided by the scores. In fact, scores
provide fingering only in a rather incomplete manner: for instance, fingering is
presented only for some passages, and it specifies only the fingers involved, or
the fret at which to set the barré. The pieces collected cover a rather complete
range of performing gestures, and do not present particular difficulties: therefore
we assume that different performers would have provided substantially similar
results. The performer provided written fingering on each score: differences
between the system output and the expert’s output have been marked on the
experimenter score, and the expert has been requested to comment them.

We obtain, on average, 77.65% of correctly fingered events, and 86.175 % of
correctly fingered positions. Detailed results are in Table 7.

Given that the approach simplifies several complexity factors implied in ges-
ture computing, on the whole, the system provides satisfactory results. Signifi-
cantly, only one event, composed by three fingered positions, has been estimated
impossible to play: we thereby obtain results that are playable in the 99,83%
of cases (99.68%, if considered at the note level). This fact also allows better
understanding the nature of different fingerings: that is, only rarely the system
computes “incorrect” –non playable– fingerings.

However, pieces where MIX passages prevail still remain an issue. It is
therefore instructive to look at the differences between the system’s fingering
and those provided by the expert, to try to determine their causes and to figure
out possible improvements. Interestingly, the MIX case is also the case where
we observe the largest distance between event level and individual notes fin-
gering (which is 83.3%, thus the difference being about 14%). If we restrict
our consideration to the positions, i.e. the pairs 〈string,fret〉 instead of the
triples 〈string,fret,finger〉, our success rate in MIX pieces raises to 93.6%
for fingered events, and to 95.7% for fingered positions (Fig. 8). The average
figures are in this case 96.7% (event level) and 97.5% (individual notes level).
Let us go back to the results presented in Table 7: on average, the 85% (at the
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Table 8: Results obtained considering only positions on the fingerboard.

Class: events positions individual positions
Average: 96.71% 97.472%
CHO: 98.255% 98.4%
MEL: 98.25% 98.25%
MIX: 93.625% 95.765%
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Figure 9: Top: most differences are explicable in terms of different finger, or
(bottom) in terms of alternative strategy.

event level) and the 83.6% of the differences are due to different fingers, whilst
we found the same positions.

The results provided in Table 7 report about the adequacy of the main bio-
mechanical and ergonomic factors involved in the fingering process, whilst by
considering the results presented in Table 8 we rather estimate the adequacy of
the fingering strategies. So, even though improvements about the bio-mechanical
and ergonomic factors are at hand, what is more relevant, the overall strategy
is appropriate. Differences in fingering strategies (i.e., in the positions pairs)
provide useful insights. In fact, in some cases our fingering turns out to be
coherent : no spot differences, but a different –reasonable– fingering strategy
(see, e.g., Fig. 9). This is crucial for human beings, too: in dealing with
a difficult passage one could hardly make a decision only based on comfort
accounts. One possible criterion is that of maintaining sounds “as homogeneous
as possible” [30], but also formal training may affect fingering habits [32].

Several complexity factors were disregarded, that may complete the assess-
ment of the results and help suggesting a guideline for future work. First, we
acknowledge that tempo plays an important role [17]: fast tempi may determine
situations of high task load, which increases the demand for economic fingerings,
thus compelling performers towards “ingrained finger habits” [8]. On the other
side, slow tempi would make easier achieving an intended expressive or timbral
effect.

Yet, two sorts of elements were also simplified that should be considered: the
parameters for the hand and for the instrument. The system does not currently
allow setting customized parameters to account for neither the dimension of the
performer’s hand, nor the guitar. Finally, instruments may vary with respect to
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the string length, the number of frets available, the height of the neck (thus, how
far apart strings are). Similar issues could be raised about the width of frets: we
compute weights associated to the fret stretch10 regardless of its actual width
in absolute terms: the score of a fret stretch between the positions 〈1,1〉〈1,3〉
is considered equal to that between 〈1,10〉〈1,12〉, while the actual distance is
different. In fact, frets are increasingly broader going from the body of the
instrument toward the head of the neck: specifically, the ratio of the widths of
two consecutive frets is the twelfth root of two, 12

√
2. All these elements may

affect performers fingering and thus contribute to its modeling.
In closing, we wish to mention some points about the possibility to gen-

eralize the present model to other instruments. Although the actual physical
and bio-mechanical constraints are strictly related with the technical and “id-
iomatic” aspects of the instrument for which that score has been conceived [21],
some commonalities exist with the fingering process as it occurs in other in-
struments, as well. In these instruments, be them bowed strings –e.g., violin,
viola, cello– plucked strings –e.g., lute, sitar, balalaika, mandolin–, or (improp-
erly) keyboards –e.g., piano, harpsichord, organ–, it is possible to individuate
few gestural types that constrain performer’s movements: each one of the cited
instruments poses to the performer its own versions of MIX, MEL and CHO
types of constraints. Finally, it seems reasonable that music performance on all
instruments is grounded on a basic strategy aiming at economic gestures [8, 24].

7 Conclusion

This work has presented a constraint-based approach for modeling guitar per-
formers gestures and annotate a musical score for subsequent playing. The
approach accounts for physical and bio-mechanical constraints, that have been
proven to govern this fingering task to a large extent. The control strategy
implements an effort-saving strategy and employs dynamic programming for
sequences of fingered positions and the CSP paradigm for simultaneous fin-
gered positions. The approach enables coping with the main fingering gestures,
classified as mixed passages, chords and melodies. The scores annotated with
fingering information have been compared with written fingerings provided by
an expert performer, yielding a good accuracy, and thus revealing a relevant
contribution of effort saving strategy to the overall task. We have also pointed
out both present limitations (e.g., the lower accuracy on the finger data) and
possible improvements of the approach.
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